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SUBJECT- MATH

Click on the link to study the concept of DIVISION

https://youtu.be/EOfY5kri5gw
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SUBJECT- COMPUTER
Click on the link to learn about various INPUT and OUTPUT DEVICES

https://youtu.be/vT2mcklHkHs
INPUT DEVICES
In the last lecture, we had discussed Keyboard, Mouse, Scanner and
Barcode reader. Now let us discuss rest of the input devices.

1. JOYSTICK:
A joystick is also a pointing input device like
a mouse which is used to move the cursor
position on a monitor screen.
It is made up of a stick with a spherical base.
Joystick is used as an input device primarily
used with video games, training simulators
and controlling robots.

2.

LIGHT PEN: Light pen is a pointing device similar to a pen. It is used to
select a displayed menu item or draw
pictures on the monitor screen.
Users of Computer Aided Design
(CAD) applications commonly use the
light pens to directly draw on screen.
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3. GRAPHIC TABLET: Graphics tablet or Graphics pad is a flat rectangular
pad, which can be drawn on with a special pen called stylus.
Whatever is drawn on to the tablet can be
seen on a computer screen. Anything
drawn onto the tablet can be saved as
images.

4. TOUCH SCREEN: It is the display screen of a device such as a smartphone,
tablet, etc., that allows users to interact or
provide inputs to the device by using their
finger.
For example, by touching, you can unlock
your phone, open emails, open files, play
videos, etc. Besides this, it is used in lots of
devices such as Camera, Car GPS, Fitness
machine, bank ATMs.

5. MICR: Magnetic Ink Character Reader
MICR input device is generally used in banks as there are large number of cheques
to be processed every day. The bank's code number and cheque number are printed
on the cheques with a special
type of ink that contains particles of
magnetic material that are machine
readable.
This reading process is called Magnetic
Ink Character Recognition (MICR).
The main advantages of MICR is that it
is fast and less error prone.

6. MICROPHONE: is used to input sound into a computer. It helps in
recording your sound.
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OUTPUT DEVICES
The output device displays the result of the processing of raw data that is entered in
the computer through an input device.

1. MONITOR: Monitors, commonly called as Visual Display Unit (VDU), are
the main output device of a computer. Monitor is an output device that resembles the
television screen used to display soft copy output.
Types of Monitor:
o CRT Monitor
o LCD Monitor
o LED Monitor
o Plasma Monitor

2. SPEAKER:A computer speaker is an output hardware device that connects
to a computer to generate sound.
Sound cards are required in the computer for
speakers to function. Speakers are used to
produce audio output that can be heard by the
listener.
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3. PRINTER: Printer is an output device, which is used to print information on
paper. The output of a printer in a
Permanent, readable form is called
HARDCOPY.
There are two types of printers −
•
•

Impact Printers
Non-Impact Printers

Impact printers use the typewriting printing mechanism wherein a hammer strikes
the paper through a ribbon in order to produce output.
Examples: Dot-matrix and Chain printer etc.

Non-impact printers do not touch the paper while printing. They use chemical,
heat or electrical signals to etch the symbols on paper.
Examples: Inkjet, Deskjet, Laser, Thermal printers etc.
4. PLOTTER: Plotters are used to print graphical output on paper. It is capable of
producing high quality graphs, drawings, charts, maps etc.
Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) applications
like CAD (Computer Aided Design) and CAM
(Computer Aided Manufacturing) are typical usage
areas for plotters.

To learn more about INPUT DEVICES, click on the following link
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/computer_fundamentals/computer_input
_devices.htm
To study OUTPUT DEVICES, click on the link given below
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/computer_fundamentals/computer_outp
ut_devices.htm
Click on the given link to take a quiz:
https://quizlet.com/48793963/computer-hardware-and-software-flashcards/
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ASSIGNMENT (For Revision only)
Questions for practice:
1. Suggest the suitable device for the following use.

2.
3.
4.
5.

a. Device used to print text and pictures on to paper.
b. Device used to print high quality graphics.
c. Device used to for playing games.
d. Device used to draw or point objects on the computer screen.
e. Device used to draw images and pictures on the computer screen.
f. Device that gives input by touching a screen through finger.
g. Device used for processing cheques in banks.
h. Device used to record your voice.
Name various Input devices.
Name various output devices.
Name 2 types of printer.
Give 2 examples of impact printer and 2 examples of non-impact printer.

Quick Questions from book:
1. Match the following:
INPUT DEVICES
(a) Touch screen
(b) MICR
(c) Barcode reader
(d) Graphic tablet
(e) Scanner
(f) microphone

USE
(i) Used for drawing images and pictures on
computer screen
(ii) Used for creating digital copy of printed image
(iii) helps in recording sounds
(iv) used in banks to process cheques
(v) used in shops to quickly input the information
of a product into computer
(vi) used at ATMs and ticket terminals for making
selections using the touch of finger.

2. Identify the device suitable in the following situations.
(a) Kanika wants to listen to songs. Which device should she use?
__________________
(b) A doctor can use this device to view the graph of a patient’s heartbeat.
__________________
(c) A clerk can use this device for printing around five hundred letters quickly, to
be sent to members of club.
__________________
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SUBJECT- G.K.

Click on the link to learn about butterflies

https://youtu.be/czchhX6zYZw

